NEWS RELEASE
Ringdale® Rolls Out ActiveLED® TrakLighting, the Long-Lasting 12-Watt LED
Replacement to MR-16 Halogen Fixtures
TrakLighting with a 10-Year Warranty and 50 Percent More Efficient than Current LED Replacements
GEORGETOWN, Texas—June 19, 2013—Ringdale, Inc., innovator in the application of solid-state technology and
®

manufacturer of ActiveLED commercial LED lighting fixtures, rolls out the newest member of the ActiveLED family:
the TRK Series TrakLighting, a durable, energy efficient, and reliable replacement to MR-16 halogen fixtures. The
new 6- or 12-watt fixture carries the industry’s only 10-year no-light loss warranty in addition to energy savings of
50 percent compared to other LED replacements and 85 percent compared to conventional fixtures.

ActiveLED TrakLighting is an elegant fusion of design and technology
designed to complement interior decors in offices, hotels, homes,
retail outlets, restaurants, galleries, and salons. With its patented
design and superior LED elements, the ActiveLED TrakLighting
system is a reliable light source with a 90,000-hour lumen life,
making it a maintenance-free solution for applications in which
changing halogen lamps and ballasts can be hazardous and
expensive.
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“ActiveLED patented design and superior LED elements address thermal management issues that typically result in
loss of lumen output and color quality,” said Klaus Bollmann, President of Ringdale. “Our electronics monitor
current and temperature of the substrate to ensure maximum performance under prevailing environmental
conditions, resulting in a fixture that runs cool to the touch.”

In addition to safety and durability, ActiveLED TrakLight offers the ability to be customized for the application.
Customers can select 6 or 12 watts, 4- or 8-track system, color temperature ranging from 2700 to 5500, three
beam angles, and type of power supply, as well as a customized exterior color. For additional energy savings,
LightSpace® Management and dimming can be integrated.

“ActiveLED TrakLighting design is the ideal energy efficient replacement to MR-16 fixtures. ActiveLED provides for
full control of light direction while eliminating the negatives such as bulb compatibility and maintenance costs.
With the 10-year guarantee, TrakLighting offers the industry’s lowest lifetime cost,” concluded Bollmann.

ActiveLED TrakLighting is available through Ringdale’s direct sales force or through its network of resellers. Caberra
Systems is a Ringdale partner and authorized distributor of ActiveLED products. Caberra can be reached at 970506-0525, www.caberrasystems.com.

About Ringdale
Ringdale, established in 1986, helps organizations incorporate green savings into their business environments.
Ringdale provides ActiveLED luminaries with patented, solid-state lighting control and thermal management
technology. Ringdale, Inc. is based in the United States with offices in the United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Japan, and Singapore and is part of the Network Technology PLC Group of Companies.
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